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1. INTRODUCTION 
The asymptotic lassification of nonoscillatory solutions of nonlinear difference quations is of 
particular interest and, therefore, it is subject of many investigations [1 8]. It is all interesting 
problem to provide classification schemes for nonoscillatory solutions of two-dimensional dif- 
ference systems and give conditions for the existence of solutions with designated asymptotic 
properties. Such schemes are important since further investigations of qualitative behaviors of 
solutions can then be reduced to only a number of cases. 
In this paper, we are concerned with a class of two-dimensional nonlinear difference systems of 
the form 
Acc',~ = a , . f (y ,~) ,  
zx>  (1) 
where {a}~_no and {b}~C~__,,o are real-valued nonzero sequences such that a,, > 0 and b,~ > 0 for 
'n > 'n0, and f and 9 are continuous real-valued functions on the real line R and satisfy x f (x)  > O, 
xg(x)  > 0 for x ¢ 0. 
An existence and uniqueness theorem for solutions of (1) is easily established. Indeed, given xl 
and Y0, we can calculate 
Xl  = xo + ao f (xo) ,  Yl  = Yo - bo f (Yo) ,  x2 = x l  + a l . f (y l ) ,  . . . ,  
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successively in a unique manner. The corresponding sequence {(Xn,Yn)}n=l will be called a 
solution of (1). A solution {(x,~,y~)} of (1) is said to be oscillatory if both {x~} and {y~} are 
oscillatory (i.e., neither eventually positive nor eventually negative). Otherwise it is said to be 
nonoscillatory. 
Nonoscillatory criteria for solutions of (1) are interesting for many reasons. In particular, since 
several standard second-order difference quations uch as 
A2xr~-i + anf(xn) = O, 
A2x,~_l + a~ lx~[ ~ signx~ = 0, and 
A (r , , -1Ax~-l )  + a,~f (x,~) = 0 
(:an be written in the form (1), these criteria will also provide information on the asymptotic 
behavior of these equations. We will be concerned with classification schemes for nonoscillatory 
solutions of (1) and give necessary as well as sufficient conditions for the existence of these 
solutions. A useful lemma will be needed for this purpose. 
LEMMA 1. Supposing {a~}n~__l has a positive subsequence {a,z;}, then the component sequence {xn} 
of a nonoscillatory solution {(x~, yn)} of (1) is also nonoscillatory. 
For the proof, assume to the contrary that {x~} is oscillatory but {yn} is eventually positive; 
then in view of (1), Ax~ = a~f(yn) >_ 0 for n larger than some integer N, and Axe, = a,~, f(y~, ) > 0 
when n~ > N. Thus, x,,~ > 0 for all large n or x~ < 0 for all large n. This is a contradiction. The 
case where {y~} is eventually negative is similarly proved. 
System (1) is naturally classified into four classes according to whether 
oo oG o(3 oo  
or  
S~7ZO 8=7Z0 8=g~ o 8~7~,0 
By symmetry consideration, we will, however, restrict our attention to the cases 
oo 
E as  <oG 
8~ 0 
or  
O4) 
E aS  z OO.  
8~Yt  0 
For this reason, we will employ the following notations: 
r r t - -1  
An,m = E as, 
8~n 
and 
m>_n+l ,  
oo  
An = E as' n >_no. 
In the following section, we first give several preparatory lemmas which will be useful for our 
later results. In Section 3, we will discuss the case A~ o = oc; the case A~o < oc will be studied 
in Section 4. 
2. PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
In this section, we will give some lemmas which are important in proving our main results. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that A~ o < oo holds and {(x~, Yn)} is a nonoscillatory solution of (1). Then 
l imn_~ xn exists. 
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PROOF. Assume that  the difference system (1) admits a nonosci l latory solution {(x,~, y~)} for 
'n > no. By Lemma 1, {x~} is always nonoscil latory. Wi thout  loss of generality, we assume that  
:z:~ > 0 for n _> no. From the second equation of system (1), it follows that  Ay~ < 0 for n _> no, 
which implies that  {y~} is monotone for n > no. Thus, there are two cases: y~ > 0 or y~ < 0 for 
'n, > no. If the latter  holds, fl'om the first equation of system (1), we see that  Ax  < 0 for n > no, 
which implies that  limr,.-+~o a:~ exists. If the former holds, then we have Ax  > 0 for n > n0. This 
shows that  lin/n--+oo ;on exists or lim,>-+oo .%~ = oo. In the following, we will show that  the latter  
case is not valid. In view of y~ > 0 and y,~ < O, from the first equation of system (1), we have 
zX:~:~ = a,,,f(y~) < a~f  (Y,~o) .
Integrat ing the above inequal ity from no to n - 1, we see that 
n-1  oo 
:~:, <_ x .... + f(Y~o) Z a.~ < X~o + f(Y,~o) E a.~ < oc. 
,~=?z o s=7~o 
The proof is complete. 
Furthermore,  we also have the following result. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that A,,o < oo. Let {(x, ,y , , )}  be a nonoscillatory solution of (1). 
there exist c1, c2 > 0 alld N ~ ?z 0 stlch that 
Then 
ClAn <_x,z <_ c2 or -e2  <_xn <_ -e lA , ,  fo t "n ,>N.  
PROOF. Wi thout  toss of generality', assunm that  x .  > 0 for n > no. By Lemma 2, there exists 
n > no such that  x,~ _< e2 for n >_ no. We know from the second equation of system (1) that  
Ay,, < 0 eventually, which implies {y~} is monotone. If y~ > 0 eventually, then A:c, > 0, and so 
A,~ _< x,. eventual ly because lim~-~o~ A~z = 0. If y,~ < 0 eventually, then fl'om the first equat ion 
of system (1), we have Ax,~ < 0 eventually. Noting that  Ay,~ _< 0, we see that  
Ax,,  = a , J (y , )  < a , J  (y~,o) 
and 
,n- 1 
xm - xn < f (Y*~o) Z a~. 
.s=~lo 
Taking tlm l imit as m --~ oc on both sides of the last inequality, we see that  
x ,~>- f (y ,~o)Za ,=. f (y , ,o )A , , ,  for n > no. 
s ~ n 
Tile proof is complete. 
We now consider the case where Ano = oc. 
LEX'IMA 4. Suppose that AT~o = oo.. Let {(x,~,y,)} be a nonoseillatory solution of (1). 
there exist e, > 0, e2 > 0, dl _> 0, d2 > 0, and N >_ no such that 
Then 
C1 <~ Xn ~ c'2A,~o .... dt <_ y~ <_ d'2, 
01" 
for n > N.  
-c2Ar, o,n <_ xn < el, -d2 < Yn ~_ -d l ,  
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PROOF. Without  loss of generality, assume that x~ > 0 for n _> no. In view of Lemma 1, {y~} 
is of constant sign eventually. If y~ < 0 for n >_ no, then we have 
Axn = anf(yn) < anf (Yno) < O, 
which yields, after summing, 
n- -1  n - -1  
x,~ < x~ o 4- E a~f (Y~o) = X'~o 4- f (Yno) E as. 
S=no s=no 
The left-hand side tends to -oo  in view of A .  o = oc, which is a contradiction. Thus, Yn > O, 
Ay~ _< 0 eventually, and AX~ > 0 eventually by the first equation of (1). Hence, limn~oo yn 
exists and xn _> Cl eventually for some positive constant Cl. Furthermore, the same reasoning 
just used also leads to 
x~<_X~o+f(y~o)A~o,,~<Xno'+f(y~o)A~o,~, n>no.  
Since A~o = oc, thus there is c2 such that xn < c2A~o,~ for all large n. The proof is complete. 
3. THE CASE Ano = oc  
In this section, we always assume that Ano = oo. We assert that  any nonoscil latory solutions 
{(x~, y,~)} of (1) must ultimately lie in the first or the third open quadrant. In fact, without 
loss of generality, assuming that x~ > 0 for n > N > no, from the second equatidn of (1), we 
see that {Yn} is eventually monotone. Furthermore, in view of Lemma 4, we see that  y~ > 0, 
Ayn <_ O, and AXn > 0 eventually. Hence {xn} either tends to a positive constant or to positive 
infinity, and {Yn} tends to a nonnegative constant. If x~ --+ c (n --~ oo), then from the second 
equation of (1), Yn ---+ 0 (n ---+ oo). Otherwise, y~ ~ d > 0 as n ~ oo. Then, there exists a 
positive integer nl such that  y~ > d for n > nl. From the first equation of (1), we have 
Axn = anf(yn) > a~f(d), 
and so that 
r t - -1  
S=7~ 1 
which implies that  xn --~ oc as n ~ oc. This contradicts the fact that x~ --~ c > 0 as n -~ oc. 
In view of the above consideration, we may now make the following classification. Let S be 
the set of all nonoscillatory solutions of (1) and S + be the subset of S containing these which 
ultimately lie in the first open quadrant. 
Suppose that Ano = oc. Then any nonoscillatory solution {(x~, Yn)} of (1) must THEOREM 1. 
belong to one of the following three classes: 
= e s + L 
s+(oo ,  o) = y , , )}  e s + I 
- -  e s + I 
lira xn = c~ > 0, lim Yn = 0} ; 
71,--+OO n- - *OO 
lim xn=oo,  lim Yn=0};  
n ---* o43 7 l - - - .oo 
lira xn=oc ,  lira Yn=/3>0}.  
n---~ oo  7 ~  
and 
A similar classification is also available for nonoscillatory solutions which lie ult imately in the 
third open quadrant. 
In order to further justify our classification schemes, we derive several necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of each type of nonoscillatory solution. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that A72 0 = ~ and that f and g are nondecreasing. A necessal~y and 
sufficient condition for (1) to have a nonoscillatory solution {(xn, y72)} which belongs to S + (ct, O) 
is that 
T~72 0 S~n 
PROOF. Let {(x72, y72)} be a solution in S+(c~, 0) such that l im~o~ x,~ =a > 0 and l im,~oo y~ =0.  
Then there exist two positive constants cl, c2, and N > 'no such that Cl < x72 _< c2 for n > N. 
In view of the second equation of (1), we have 
oo  
yn = for > N. (a) 
8~72 
After summing the first equation of (1), we see that 
oo  
8~vt  
>_ ~asf  big(c1) 
, = i=8  
Conversely, choose an N so large that 
a~f G:g(c) < ~. (4) 
s=N i=s 
Let X be the set of all bounded continuous real-valued sequences {xn} with norm supn>N [X~ I. 
Then X is Banach space. We define a subset f~ of X as follows: 
ft = xn E X ~ <_ xn <_ c, n > N • 
Then ft is a bounded, convex, and closed subset of X. Let us further define an operator F : ft --~ X 
as follows: 
The mapping F has the following properties. First of all, F maps f~ into ~2. Indeed, if x E fL 
then 
c > (Fx),~ = c - Z as f  b,ig(xi 
> c -  asf  b~g(c) >_ -~. 
8=7% i=S 
Next, we show that  F is continuous. Let x (~:) E f~ such that limk-.o~ II.'c (k) - xiI = 0. Since fl is 
closed, x E ft. Then by (5), we have 
()) (5)  < Z a~ big xl k) - f big(xi) 
8=72 i=8 
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By the cont inuity of f and g arid Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, it follows that  
sup (Fx(k)~ - (Fx ) ,~  = lira 0. 
k~oo n>N \ / n 
This shows that  
lira Fx  (k) - Fx  = 0; 
J¢--+ oo  
i.e., F is continuous. 
Final ly, we will show that F~)~ is precompact.  Let x E f l  and m, n > N. Then we have, for 
m, > '11,, 
m- 1 / oo  
8=7<l  \ i~8  
In view of (2), this means that  FI2 is precompact.  
By Schauder's  f ixed-point theorem, we can conclude that  there exists an x c f~ such that  
x Fx. Set 
(X) 
then lira . . . . .  y.~ = 0 and Ay~ = -b~g(x~) .  On the other hand, 
x,~ = (Fx),~ = c -  ~ a~f bkg(x. 
8:m 
oo  
and thus, l im~oo x~ = c and Axn = anf(y~). The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that  A ,  0 = oo and that f and g are nondecreasing. A necessaw and 
su/77cient condition for (1) to have a nonoscillatow solution { ( x,~ ,Yn ) } which belongs to S + (oo, 13) 
is that 
cyo 
< ¢ o. (s) 
S=TZ0 
PROOF. Let {(x~,yT<~)} be a solution in S+(oo, fl) such that  
lira y~=3>O.  
n- -+oo 
Then there exist four posit ive constants Cl, c2, dl ,  d2, and N > no such that  
C1 < Xrz <_ c2A ....... dl <_ Y.n <_ d2, 
In view of ti le first equation of (1), we have 
n-  1 
8~gl ,  O 
,S~r~ o 
>_ f(dl)A~o,~ = cA~om 
for n > N. 
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and 
o~ oG 
> > - ~ = ~ b~g(~) _> ~ b~g (c0~o,~).  
Conversely, pick a positive integer N >_ no so large that 
oo 
Z b~g(cA'~o,~) < d, 
8:n  
where d = f-1(c)/2. Let X be the partially ordered Banach space of all real-valued sequences {x~} 
with the norm 
rt<F = sup IxnP 
n>N AN,n ' 
and the usual pointwise ordering _<. Define a subset f~ of X as follows: 
f~ = {x E X lf(d)Ag,n < x,~ < f(2d)Ag,n, n >_ N}.  
For any subset B of ~Q, it is obvious that in fB  E f t  and supB E f~. Let us further define an 
operator F : fi ~ X as follows: 
(Fx)n = Z asf d+ b~g(~ , 
8=N 
n> N. 
The mapping F satisfies the assumptions of Knaster's fixed-point theorem [9]. F maps ft into 
itself and F is nondecreasing. The latter is easy to see. As for the former statement, note that 
for any x E f~, 
(Fx),, > AN,~f(d), n > N, 
and 
n ) 
(Fx)n < E asf d + ~bkg (f(2a)AN,k) 
s=N k=s  
= Z asf d+ bkg(cAN,k) <_ f(2d)AN,n, 
s=N k=s  
for n > N, as desired. 
By Knaster's fixed-point theorem, we may conclude that there exists an x E ft such that  
x = Fx. Set 
OG 
Yn = d+ E bkg(xk), n >_ N. 
k=n 
Then lim,--.oc Yn = d and Ay~ = -bng(xn). On the other hand, 
Xn 
n--I n- -1  
= (Fx)n = Z a~f(ys) > f(d) Z as = f(d)AN,n, 
s=N s=N 
so that  l i rn~oo xn = oc and Ax~ = anf(y~z), as required. The proof is complete. 
Finally, we provide a sufficient condition for the existence of a solution in S+(oc, 0). 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose that Ano = oo. Suppose further that f is nondecreasing sucll that hf('a) - 
f (v) I  <<- Llu -'~.'I for L > 0 as well as 9 is nonincreasing. A su~eient condition for (1) to have a 
nonoseillatory solution {(x,,  .y~)} in S+(oo, 0) is that 
f i  b,~g (cA,,om) < oc, (7) 
/br some c ¢ 0 and 
. , , f  b,~(d) o< (s) 
?t~TlO ,S~l t  
tbr ashy d > O. 
,, ~ .  Oo  PROOF. Denote by X the space of all real sequences {. ,,.}*z=~,o such that 
sup I~',,,I 
n_>no ~ < o0. 
It is llot difficult to see that X endowed with tile llOl'in 
I>11 - -  sup  , x d X ,  
is a Banach space [1,2]. Consider the subset t~ of X consisting of all x c X such that 
9. = a: E X c < :c, < c + a.sf b~:g(c , ", >- ~o . 
A solution of (1) with required properties is obtained as a fixed point of the operator F : t}~ --+ X 
defined by 
(Fz)r~ = c + E as f  bkq(xl,. , rl, > ~0. 
The niapping F has tile following properties. First of all, F rnaps fl into ~7. Indeed, if x E fL  in 
view of tile nonincreasing property of 9 and the nondecreasing property of f ,  then 
(Fz),,, _> c, ~', _> "~o, 
and 
(Fz),~ <_ c + a , f  b~m(c) ", >_ '~,o. 
Next, we show that F is continuous on 9,. To see this, let c > 0. Choose N > n,0 so large that 
f i  bl,:g(c) < c, 'n, > N. 
I,.--N 
Let {x (~')} be a sequence in f~ such that x (~') -~ z. Since f~ is closed, z ~ gL Furthermore, for all 
large v, 
Tt 
N- -  1 oc 
A: = n o /, - -  N 
<_ LA,~o.,3e. 
This shows that, ]lFx(~) - Fz l l  -~ 0 as v -+ oc, i.e., F is continuous on t2. 
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Finally, note that  for rn > n > no, 
Since 
I (F . )~ (Fx)n  < Ano,m A~o,n - A,~o,.~ 
1 
+ATom 
2c  < - - +  
- Ar~o,n 
1 
+ A~2,,~ 
2C < - -  
--- Ano~ ~ 
2C <--  
- -  AT~O ,Tg 
C 
m--  1 1 o~ 
a~f ba~(~a) A,,o ~ Z a d Vag(~a) 
8=7~0 a~s  , s ~  0 
[ , k l  (£ r~,--1 (~ )J 
1 a,f ba.q(xl,:) - ~_. a~f bl,.9(xa) 
LS=7~O a=s  s~z~ 0 
1 2 ,z-  I 
+ A,~o ,,~ Z a~f bt,.9(c) + A,~o--- ~ Z a~f bag(c) 
+ f bag(c) + ~ asf  bag(c) . 
, ,S=TtO 
Ano,n ~ oo and 
as n --~ oc, by Stolz's Theorem, we have 
1 ( ) 
a~f k bag(c) 
lira s=no a=s 
, l -~oo  A,~o,n 
~S b~(~) -~ ~ 
8~rtO a=8 
= lira f bag c =0. 
n~c~ 
Hence, for any c > 0, there exists an integer N _> no such that  for n _> N, 
A,~o--~ < 5' f b~,g(c < -~, 
and 
A~o, a~f bag(c < ~. 
' 8=?~ 0
Thus ,  
for m > n > N. This means that  Ff~ is uniformly Cauchy. 
In view of Theorem 1 [1], we see that  there exists x c f~ such that  Fx = x. That  is to say, 
,) (Fx)~ = c + Z a~f b<g(xk , n >_ no. S~"lO a~s 
Set 
then 
(9) 
Ax,~ = a~f(y,~), Ay,~ = -b,~g(xn), and lira yn = 0. 
Since (9) and (10) imply that  {x~} is posit ive and increasing for n >_ n0, then {x~} either 
converges to some posit ive l imit or diverges to oc as n --~ oc. Assume that  the first case holds. 
Then, this means that  {(x~, y~)} in S+(c~, 0), and so (2) holds by Theorem 2. But  this contradicts  
assumpt ion (8). Thus, we conclude that  l i rn~o~ .~:,~ = oc., implying {(x~, y,~)} in S+(oo, 0). The 
proof  is complete. 
oo 
y,, = • bkg(~a); (10) 
a=n 
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4. THE CASE Ano < oc 
\~.~ have shown in Section 2 that a solution {(z~, y,~)} must ultimately lie in one of the four 
open quadrants of the plane. In the case {(xn, y~)} is eventually in the first open quadrants, then 
in view of Lemmas 2 and 3, {x,~} monotonically increases and approaches a positive constant, 
and {'b~} decreases and approaches a nonnegative constant. In the case {(an, y~)} is eventually 
in the fimrth quadrant, then {x~} decreases and converges to a nonnegative constant, and {y.} 
decreases and either converges to a nonnegative constant or diverges to -oc.  The other two cases 
can similarly be analyzed. 
In view of the above consideration, we may now make the following classification. Let C be 
the set of all nonoscillatory solutions of (1) and C ++, C +- be, respectively, the subsets of C 
containing those which ultimately lie in the first or the fourth open quadrant. Then we have the 
fbltowing result. 
TItEOREM 5. Suppose that A,~ o < oo. Then any nonoscillatory solution in C ++ must be belong 
to the following classes: 
C++(a',/3) = {(x ,y )  E S I ~--+~lim x~ = c~ > 0, 
C ++ (o, 0) = { (:~, y) ~ s I ~oolim a:,~ = c, > 0, 
lim y ,~=~>0},  
T~---+ OO 
lim y~=0}, 
while any solution in C +- must belong" to the following classes: 
C+-(c t , /3 ) :  {(x,y) cS[  ~+~lim x ,~=(t>0,  ,~oolim y~:~<0},  
C+-(c*'-°c)= { (x'y) E SIn~oolim x~=o>0,  n~oolim y ,~=-oo},  
C+-(O'~)= { (x'y) e S In-+oolim xn=0,  ,~--+,~lim yn=/3<0},  
C+-(O'-°°)= { (x'y) E S I n--oolim a:,,=O, .---,oolim 9,=-oo} .  
Again, in order to justi[y out' classification schemes, we derive several necessary and/or sufficient 
conditions for the existence of each type of nonoscillatory solution. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that A~ o < ~ and that f attd g are nondecreasing. A necessaw and 
sufficient condition for (1) to have a nonoscillatory solution {(x,~, Yn)} in C++(c~,/3) is that 
a~f d+ bkg(c) < oo, 
8~7~0 
(11) 
fb rsomec>0andd>0.  
P ROOF. Let { (x,~, y,~)} be a solution of (1) such dmt limT~-+~ :c,~ = ct > 0 and lim,~_+~ y~ =/3 > 0. 
Then there exist two positive constants cl, c2, and N >_ no such that el _< x,~ <_ c2 for n _> N. 
On tile other hand, in view of the first equation of (1), we have 
n-1  
. s=N 
Since linctn~oo xrz = (~ > 0, we have 
8=N 
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Furthermore, we see from the second equation of (1) that 
y,~ =/3 + ~ bsg(x~) 
8~7"Z 
and 
Thus, 
E asf /3+ bl~g(c) < oc. 
s=N k=s 
Conversely, suppose that (12) holds. In view of A~ o < oc, there exists N > no such that 
E anf d + < a~ 
s=N 
where a = c/2. Let X be the Banach space of all real-valued sequences {.%} endowed with the 
norn l  
n>_N 
and with the usual pointwise ordering <. Define a subset f~ of X as follows: 
f~= {z~Xla<_z ,~ <_2a, n>_N}.  
For any subset B of t2, it is obvious that in fB  E t2 and supB E Q. Let us further define an 
operator f : t2 --~ X as follows: 
(Fx)~=a+ Eas f  d+ bkg(x~: , n>_N. 
s=N k=.s 
The mapping F satisfies the assumptions of Knaster's fixed-point heorem [9]: F is nondecreasing 
and maps into itself. Indeed, if x E ~l, then 
(Fx),~ >_ a, 'l~ k N, 
and 
n_l ( 
(Fx)~ < a+ E as/ d 
s=N 
n- 1 ( 
=a+ Eas  f d 
s=N 
By Knaster's fixed-point theorem [9], we 
x = Fx. Set 
oo 
y,~ = d + E 
k=s 
Then 
and 
Ay~ = -b~(x~)  
+ Z b g(2  
k=s 
+ Z bkg(c _< 2a, n >_ iV. 
k=8 
can conclude that there exists an x E f~ such that 
b~.g(x~.), 'n > N. 
and lira y,, = d > 0, 
Hence, {(x~, y,~)} is a solution of (1) which belongs to C++(c~,/3). The proof is complete. 
By means of sinfilar reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 6, we may prove the following 
three theorems. 
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THEOREM 7. Suppose that A,~ o < ~c and that f and 9 are nondeereasing. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for (1) to have a nonoscillato~:y solution {(x,~, y,~)} in C++(a,, 0) is that 
) asf  bt:.q(c) <oc,  (12) 
8=t10 h~=8 
for some c > O. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that A,~ o < oo and that f and g are nondecreasing. A necessary and 
sufficient condition tbr (1) to have a nonoscillatory solution {(x,~, y.,~)} in C +- (a, [~) is that 
~s f d+ b~,~(c) < ~,  
for some c > 0 and d < O. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that A~o < oc and that f and 9 are nondecreasing. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for (1) to hate a nonoscillatory solution {(z~, y.~)} in C +- (0, '~) is that 
£ b~.q(cA.~) < ao, 
,s ~ , rL  o 
ibr some c > 0. 
Next, we derive two existence criteria for the nonoscillatory solutions in C+- (~t , -oo)  and 
C +- (0, -oc). 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that A ,  o < oc. Suppose fi~rther tlmt f ( -u )  = - f (u ) ,  and ,f and g 
are nondecreasing. A necessary and sufficient condition tot (1) to have a nonoscillatory solution 
{(~,~, y,,,)} in C+-(~, _~)  i~ that 
E a,f b~:g(cA~.) < oc, (13) 
for some c > 0 and 
~-~bs = oc,. (14) 
8=TtO 
PROOf'. Let {(x,,,y,~)} be any nonoscillatory solution of (1) such that l im,_o~ x,~ = a > 0 
and l im,~oo Y,~ -oc .  Then there exist two positive constants Cl, 02, and N > no such that 
Cl _< x,~ _< c2 ibr n > N .  In view of the first equation of (1), we have 
Sillce limn~oo xn = t~ > 0, we have 
n- -  1 
s=N 
£~ I.f(y,~)l < o~. (15) 
Furthermore, we see from the second equation of (1) that 
n-  1 
s=N 
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and 
Since 
thus, 
r t -  1 n , -  1 
YN-  Z b,sg(c2) <_ gn <-- -- Z bsg(cl)" 
, s=N s=N 
]f(y,~)i >_,f (~  b,~g(c~) 
\ , s=N 
Z o, n f  tA~=ND],:,(](CI))< 00. 
On the other hand, in view of (16) and the fact that  g~ ~ -oc  as ~ --* oo, we have 
co 
Z bs = cA), 
which implies that  (14) holds. 
Conversely, suppose that (13) holds. Choose N >_ no so large that  
co ,s -  1 '~ 
s=N 
where d = c/2. Let X be the part ia l ly  ordered Banach space of all real-vMued sequences {z~} 
endowed with the norm 
I1 11 = sup la:r~l 
and with the usual pointwise ordering _<. Define a subset f~ of X as follows: 
~= {xE XId<x.,~ < 2d, 'n>N}. 
For any subset 1!3 of fL it is obvious that  inf/3 c 9. and sup B C Q. Let us further define an 
operator  F : fi --+ X as follows: 
s=n \k=N 
n > N. 
The mapping F satisfies the assumptions of Knaster 's  fixed-I)oint heorem [9]: F is nondecreasing 
and maps into itself. Indeed, if m E f~, then 
(Fm)~ _> d, 'u _> A T, 
and 
(Fro), <_ d + Z a~f bk.?(2d 
s=n \k=N 
,) = d + Z a~f b<q(c < 2d, n >_ N. 
s = tz \ k = N 
By Knaster 's  f ixed-point heorem [9], we can conclude that  there exists an z G f~ such that  
x = F2:. Set 
n- -1  
= - bk .q (xk) ,  ',,, >_ N .  
k=N 
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Then 
n--1 n -1  
-g(2d) <_ <_ -g(d) F_, bk, 
k=N k=N 
and thus, in view of (1) as well as 
ibs  =oc ,  
8=N 
Axr~ = -arzf(-y¢~) = a~f(yn), and lim y~ = -oc ,  
7Z ---~ OO 
where we have used the assumption that f ( -u )  = - f (u ) .  Hence, {(x,~, y~)} is a solution of (1) 
which belongs to C +-  (ct, -oc) .  The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose that A~ o < oo and that f and 9 are nondecreasing. If
for some c > 0 and 
E a~f bkg(cAk < oo, 
8~nO 
oo  
8~7t0  
for any d > O, then (1) has a nonoscillatory solution {(xn, Yn)} in C +-  (0 , -oc ) .  
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 10 and is thus omitted. 
Finally, we derive a necessary condition for (1) to have a nonoscillatory solution in C +-  (0, -oc ) .  
THEOREM 12. Suppose that A~ o < oo and that f and g are nondecreasing'. A necessary" condition 
fbr (1) to have a nonoscillatory solution {(x~, y~)} in C +-  (0 , -oo)  is that 
for some c > 0 and 
a~f bkg(cAl,, < oc, 
~-~bs = oo. (17) 
PROOF. Let {(xn,y~)} be any nonoscillatory solution of (1) such that l imn~ocX~ = 0 and 
lirnn~oc y,~ = -oc .  Then, by Lemma 3, there exist two positive constants el, c2, and N >_ no 
such that  clA~ < x,~ <_ c2 for n >_ N. In view of the first equation of (1), we have 
O<3 
oo > x~ = - ~ asf(ys). 
8~n 
That  is to say, 
Furthermore, we see from the second equation of (1) that 
n- -  1 
8~]V 
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and 
Since 
thus, 
n- -1  n -  1 
s=g s=N 
n-1 )) 
[f(Y~)]>fC~=~bsg(clAs , 
~-~ anf ( ~ bkg(clAk)) <oc. 
n=N \k=N 
On the other hand, in view of (18) and the fact that Yn ~ -oc as n -~ oc, we have 
(18) 
oo  
E bs =oc ,  
r t=N 
which  impl ies  that  (17) holds.  The  proo f  is complete .  
We also remark  that  our  above  resu l ts  can be extended to the  fo l lowing two-d imens iona l  de lay  
d i f ference sys tem:  
Ax~ = anf  (y,~-.~), 
Ay,~ = -b~g (x,~_~) 
where  w and  5 are pos i t ive  integers.  
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